
BISHOP WESTCOTT BOYS’ SCHOOL, NAMKUM 

2ND ASSIGNMENT 

CLASS – 10 (A,B & C) 

SUBJECT :- COMPUTER APPLICATION 

Note : In first Assignment 5 programs were given earlier. The below assignment to be 

written after the first assignment.  

Last Date for Submission : 20th November 2020 

GUIDELINES FOR ASSIGNMENT : 

Apart from programs each program should contain the following as mentioned hereunder. 

A)  VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 

B) DOCUMENTATION ( SUCH AS COMMENTS ETC ) 

 

ASSIGNMENT REPORT :      (OFF LINE/ ON LINE ) 

OFF LINE SUBMISSION :  ( If the school reopens for normal classes ) 

1. A hard bound record book (lab book) preferably A4 size may be used for making the 

assignment. 

2. The record book should be covered in white drawing sheet and details of the Assignment 

to be printed (* As per the format given overleaf) on the top of the record book. 

3. The programs should be  TYPED 

ON LINE SUBMISSION:    ( If it continues for the on-line classes  )  

1. The programs should be  TYPED . 

2. Should be made in the form of a PDF with all contains .It should be sent to the mail-id as 

mentioned under 

mail : bwbsquestion@gmail.com 

  

 

3.  Last date of submission :      20TH  November 2020. 
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FUNCTIONS 

Q.1 ) Write a program to input a number. Use a function int Armstrong (int n) to 

accept the number. The function returns 1, if the number is Armstrong, otherwise 

zero (0). 

Sample Input : 153 

Sample Output : 153 = 1+125+27 = 153 

   It is an Armstrong Number. 

(A number is said to be an Armstrong number if the sum of cubes of the digits is 

equal to the number itself.) 

Q.2 ) Write a class with name Perimeter using function overloading that computes 

the perimeter of a square, a rectangle and a circle. 

Formula : Perimeter of a square = 4*s 

  Perimeter of a rectangle = 2*(l+b) 

  Perimeter of a circle = 2*22/7*r 

Q.3 ) Write a program using a method Palin ( ), to check whether a string is a 

Palindrome or not. A Palindrome is a string that reads the same from the left to right 

and vice versa. 

Sample Input : MADAM, ARORA, ABBA, etc. 

Q.4 ) Design a class to overload the function display ( ) as follows : 

(i) void display (String str, char ch) : Checks whether the word str contains the letter 

ch at the beginning as well as at the end or not. If present, print ‘Special Word’ 

otherwise print ‘No Special word’. 

(ii) void display (String str1, String str2) : checks and prints whether both the words 

are equal or not. 

(iii) void display (String str, int n) : prints the character present at nth position in the 

word str. 

Write a suitable main( ) function. 

Q.5 ) Write a program to input a number and check and print whether it is a ‘Pronic’ 

number or not. Use a function int Pronic(int n) to accept a number. The function 

returns 1, if the number is ‘Pronic’, otherwise returns zero (0). 

(A Pronic number is the number which is the product of two consecutive integers) 

Examples : 12 = 3*4 

  20 = 4*5 

  42 = 6*7 

Arrays  



Q.6 ) Write a program to accept roll numbers and the marks secured in ‘Computer 

Applications’ by 40 students of a class in a Single Dimensional Array. Sort these 

marks obtained in descending order. Finally, Display the roll number and marks of 

each student in sorted order. (Using Bubble Sort) 

Q.7 ) Write a program to accept a set of 20 integers in a Single Dimensional Array. 

Using menu driven approach display the following, as per user’s choice: 

(i) All the perfect numbers stored in the array. 

(ii) All the buzz numbers stored in the array. 

[ A number whose sum of factors (including 1 and excluding the number itself) is the 

same is said to be a perfect number. A number that is divisible by 7 or ha the last 

digit as 7, is said to be buzz number.] 

Q.8 ) Write a program to accept 20 integers in a Single Dimensional Array and Display 

the sum of even numbers and sum of odd numbers present in it. 

Q.9 )  Write a program to enter the names of ten Indian cities in a Single Dimensional 

Array and Now search for city whether present in the list or not. If found, then display 

“Search Successful” otherwise, display “Element Not Found”. (Using Linear Search) 

Q.10 ) Write a program to accept the marks in Physics, Chemistry and Maths secured 

by 40 students of a class in a Single Dimensional Array. Find and display the 

following : 

(i) Number of students securing 80 % and above in aggregate. 

(ii) Number of students securing 34 % and below in aggregate. 

Constructor 

Q.11 ) Write a program by using a class with the following specifications : 

Class name  :   Profit_Loss 

Data members/instance variables : int cp, sp 

Methods : 

Profit_Loss ( )  :    default constructor to initialize cp, sp 

void input (int a, int b) :  to assign cp with a and sp with n 

void display ( ) :  to calculate and display either profit percent (pp)  

or loss percent (lp)  

Q.12 ) Write a program by using a class with the following specifications : 

Class name :  Piglatin 

Data members/instance variables : String wd 

Member Methods : 

Piglatin ( ) :  Constructor to initialize the String wd 

void input (String wd) :  to accept a word 



void display ( ) :  to convert the word in Piglatin form and display it. 

Sample Word : trouble 

Piglatin form : oubletray 

Q.13 ) Define a class Temperature described below : 

Data members/instance  variables : 

double max :  to store maximum temperature 

double min : to store minimum temperature 

Member methods : 

i. A Parameterised constructor to input the maximum (max) and minimum 

(min) temperature of a day in Celsius. 

ii. To compute the maximum and minimum temperatures in Fahrenheit as  

F =
9c

5
+ 32 

 

iii. To display the maximum and minimum temperatures in Fahrenheit.  

Write a main method to create an object of a class and call the above member 

methods. 

 

***END*** 


